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▪ Autonomous Decision and Cueing
▪ Auction Algorithms
▪ Application to Area Search





1. Assess the use of auction algorithms for autonomous area search.
2. Explore autonomous sub-teaming with auction algorithms.
Independent Cueing (2): 
▪ Classify and execute emergent objectives 
without human intervention. 
Robots capable of linking complex behaviors can accomplish complex tasks.
Autonomous Decision (1, 2): 
▪ Determine and assign subtasks 
without human intervention.
▪ Autonomous Decision and Cueing
▪ Auction Algorithms
▪ Application to Area Search




Auction Algorithms assign agents to tasks and allow for dynamic reallocation.
▪ Conducted in a series of rounds.
- Each task assigned a price
- Agents assign value to tasks
- Agents bid for tasks, maximize utility  
- Agents win tasks with highest bid
▪ End-state:
- Optimal assignment of tasks to agents.
▪ Execute auctions periodically.
▪ Update task allocation based 
on current information.
▪ Autonomous Decision and Cueing
▪ Auction Algorithms
▪ Application to Area Search (1 of 2)
▪ Application to Independent Cueing
▪ Conclusion
UNCLASSIFIED
▪ Searchers bid for (and win) search segments.
▪ Segments can be reassigned (failure tolerant).
Area Search using Auction Algorithms
Searcher =        Waypoints =
UNCLASSIFIED
▪ Autonomous Decision and Cueing
▪ Auction Algorithms
▪ Application to Area Search (2 of 2)




▪ Searcher Utility Functions of interest:
- Euclidean Distance
- Remaining Power level
- Amount of segment remaining
- Value Accumulation
▪ Auctioneer mechanism is either a 
physical agent or is distributed.
Area Search using Auction Algorithms
Searcher =        Waypoints =
▪ Autonomous Decision and Cueing
▪ Auction Algorithms
▪ Application to Area Search





▪ Waypoint ID = W33
▪ Objective = YES
▪ Found by = S1
▪ Weight = 3 / 5
▪ Decision = Interdict






Step 1:  Identify and classify Step 2:  Auction for sub-teams
Step 3:  Remaining Searchers Auction 
for remaining search segments
Search Space
Continue Search
Cueing using Auction Algorithms
▪ Autonomous Decision and Cueing
▪ Auction Algorithms
▪ Application to Area Search
▪ Application to Independent Cueing
▪ Conclusion
UNCLASSIFIED
Robots capable of linking complex behaviors can accomplish complex tasks.
UNCLASSIFIED
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